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FSX/P3D flight simulation and VR content.Urban tanks can be found on every campus. They are relics
of a time when students were a desperate lot with no money and nowhere else to go. As universities

have become more modern, their need for the tanks has died down. However, some abandoned
urban tanks still populate the minds and hearts of many students. For some, the urban tanks

represent the last traces of a space that never existed for them. For others, these tanks serve as a
unique place to call their own. The University of Michigan was one of the first universities to install
urban tanks in its residence halls. These tanks were designed to save the University money on its
large lawns. The tanks were also designed to save on heating and cooling costs as well. So, why

would anyone consider living in an urban tank? It's not easy to figure out the draw these tanks had
on students. One thing is for sure, most students don't want to live in them anymore. They are dusty

and dirty, and could potentially get wet from a leak. The University of Michigan placed an
advertisement in the newspaper to list the existing tanks. These tanks are so small that they don't
even have a name. People have been searching for them in vain to check to see if a person is living

in it. The signs on the tanks say, "Live in this tank or live in the real world." Students didn't think
twice about living in these trashed tanks. It was a way to save money and a good place to live. Why
would anyone not want to live in such a thing? Many students have been living in abandoned urban
tanks for so long that the University forgot about them. However, the University has recently been

renovating the remaining tanks and making them more modern. The University even installed an air
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